AN INTERVIEW
with DAVID GORDON*
Sally Banes
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SB: Let's talk about your summer at Connecticut College.
DG: It's a really important and amazing situation to have walked into the
middle of what was called, at the time that I did it, the avant garde. I had
no knowledge of this work that everybody else had revolted against. So I
W/T/f LT.IIN?ES VVI'I,At/111 ...
registered for the Graham class and the Louis Horst class to find out what
Wild /NTI!dO vcEJ> ME
was being left behind. I took the Graham class for 1 1 I 2 weeks. She taught
the first week, and she was extraordinary. And she pinched my ass and
patted my cheek and called me "Lamb of God." But the second week she
~E;ut: ,;1-t,,fas;c.~Aio,
went away (she only ever taught the first week up there) and the new teacher K-"1 r/fE~!IVF 1-tTZ
didn't have her style -and I couldn't deal with his method of teaching a class, AN.../J A /VV.A1!8'£1C (JF
which was so gooped up with schmaltz. In order to do a technical thing, you cJTHcl<,. A;ens73 AIO{
had to do so many other emotional-looking things. You had to wiggle your
J#e:!V IN llf/C /fA;Nhands when you plied to get life in your plie. And clap your hands when you f'T~F~M Or WHAT
went across the floor to get life in your triplet. I didn't understand what he WAs t2t=F~J!!ZE::l> {o
was talking about. And so I gave up on the Graham technique class.
"'S /f1oiJEa.fl/ lJ/'INC£.
f_:.;,. ~was a different story. He was teaching pre-classic forms, and we
were learning things like the pavanne and all this real honest-to-god stuff.
And I thought I was working within the structure he had set up but using my
own content. I just followed what he said. He said ABA -- this many beats
in the A, this many beats in the B, this many beats in the A. That seemed
very sensible and that seemed to be all the inforrna tion I needed. And if I
were to stand and pick my nose for eighteen beats and then go back to it at
the end, that seemed to be perfectly fine and you couldn't object to that,
because I was following the form!<-IIJe.Ltei/E TIIA·r 1 /71!/..tEVel> /1115 1 1;-n:::N.
I remember two pieces that I made in the class. The first one got my name
put in bad. Because I did this ABA number in which the A part was sort of
jumping around and shaking a lot and the B part had to do with a lot of leg
lifts and the A part was a return to shaking again and he said, "What's the
P.Ro8.na~y J.CJt:'KIA/6-name of it?" and I said "It's called The Spastic Cheerleader. "Xnd that made ro;e T/lo"B'-E /l.t=~E
trouble. The next thing we had to do was to make a duet. Another ABA situa- Bvr Nor to/EA!etion. I asked Valda if she would be in my duet, and we went and worked o~
asses off in a gy.m nasium making this duet. My idea was that she would start
it and d9 the A. Then I would come in and we would do the B, and then I
would do her movement on the A at the end. Now that seems a perfectly
legitimate, rational way to deal with ABA. Well, we came into class and he
*Copyright@l976 by Sally Banes
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asked for everybody's pieces and I said, "OK, I have a piece," and I don't
think I did anything terrible although I don't remember and Valda got up -VS: I think it was called Duet.
DG: See? And Valda got up and started to do the A and Louis said "That's
not a duet! 11 Valda said "He comes on in a minute. " Valda went on for a
little while and he said, "That's not a duet!" and he didn't let us continue
and he wouldn't see it and after that he wouldn't call my name. It was as if
I wasn't there. And so I didn't go back anymore.
So that ended that kind of knowledge-gathering. After that I did work from
1 lJoN'/ k.Ut'vV-7what I saw. In between the time of the first duet that we did together at the
/Nf/,4-T rlf!f
Living Theater and the Judson situation, the Dunn classes, I didn't do anyM £A· /liS.
thing.
SB: What was your first duet?
VS: Mama Goes Where Papa Goes. That was a duet done under the aegis of
Jimmy (Waring), who -- 4:-1 WtJAJ[)e/(_ Wll-'1/ SfiE W-4S ~t/!N&- 10 S.Py.
DG: That waft done in Jimmy's composition class and he got a performance
date for all of his students at the Living Theater. I made this duet from
chance procedures or my understanding at that time of chance procedures.
Tearing up pieces of paper and tossing them into a hat.
VS: And an interesting thing was making me do something that looked tlifficult
for me, awkward. You were very interested in awkwardness.
DG: Valda was so lyrical-looking and competent. It seemed to me that I had
to find some way to make her
VS: I wasn't very competent, in actual fact. I didn't have -- I don't have a
very easy body for technique. I had a great sense of rhythm, which very
often led to a kind of fluidity of movement of what I was doing. David was
very interested in disturbing that.
DG: So she had a solo in that piece of all jumps, which came from nothing
and each jump was immediately followed by another jump going in another
direction with another part of her body involved in it, so she really had no
time to prepare in between any of them. She just had to keep jumping. And
the piece had -- I had great ideas for spectacular moments like blackouts
and I couldn't abandon them. The two things I remember most from that
piece were: the opening of the piece was that I was standing on stage with an
armful of balls. And the curtain went up and I opened my arms and all the
balls dropped and bounced on the floor until they stopped bouncing and
rolled away and then I walked off. And then another thing that happened was
that Valda ca.m e on with a pair of crutches to the center of the stage and I
came on behind her, reached underneath and pulled out the crutches and
Valda walked. It was fantastic.
VS: A tribute to the movies.
DG: All those slightly sexist manipulations of her, and the title -- it makes
me a little uncomfortable to think of it now.
VS: It was years ago.
DG: And also at some point in the piece you carried~
VS: Uh huh. Well, that has to do with a reversal of the obvious and easy
way, the idea that dances always make everything look easy. You were very
involved in that, I think much more than in a sexist act.
DG: But I believe that I was really not thoughtful about those things.
S B: A bout which things?
DG: About any of the information that I was passing out. I was dealing with
it as theatrics. And not as ideas, or -- I had no understanding of the
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consequences of some of the statements I was making. I mean, I insisted in
that piece that Valda lift me and carry me off. Eight years later Yvonne dealt
with, in an intellectual way, the fact that men and women whould be equal
on the stage and that if I was going to get lifted by her and she was going to
get lifted by me, it was going to happen clearly as part of her work. I didn't
understand it in that way as part of my work. I was simply dealing with the
effect of -- a woman lifts a man, look at this.
So then when the fiasco happened, which I was heading into and had no
understanding of, by the time I got to Walks and Progressions, I was totally
unprepared for the kind of negative reaction that I got. Because I was just
this person who went out and did outrageous things, and called it my career!
Anything that I would have thought peculiar enough is what I would have done.
And there's so.m ething wrong with that system of thinking~ it seems to me.
It's just not responsible. I don't feel that I was responsible to my work,
whatever that was, at that time.
VS: I think one also learned from Jim1ny -- which was useful -- why shouldn't
something be put in a dance? And what was art, why was it special and particular. One got to be able to do all sorts of things that one might have earlier thought were just not suitable, not proper, not appropriate. One learned
not to evaluate things as they came to mind.
DG: I think I went into those Dunn classes because by that time, I had left
Jimmy and I wasn't anywhere. And I was looking for something else to
belong to.
SB: Were you studying with Cunningham?
DG: No, I was --what Valda did there could be called studying. What I did
couldn't be called studying very well. I went sometimes frequently and sometimes not at all. I was very frustrated by the situation and I never understood what that frustration was about. Until the last few years, when I've
begun to understand that I didn't have the patience, the energy or the discipline to insist that my body function in the way that it needed to, to maintain
that technique. And I was incredibly lazy.
VS: I enjoyed the class for itself, I think, whereas David indulged in it in
fits and starts and rushes, particularly when a performance was coming,
because that was when you had to pay attention to it, it prepared you for the
performance. I found it a daily activity that I enjoyed. We differed very
:much in that way.
DG: I found I could always fairly comfortably -- in my head, emotionally -get through the warmup. But when we had to go across the floor, I died. It
was the most horrible, embarrassing situation, I just couldn't deal with it.
I never got very much better in Cunningham's classes as far as 1 could figure
out. My turnout never got better, my leg never went higher, my turns never
nothing got better. I just got more and more frustrated. And I never understood what it was about for me. By the time I went to the Dunn classes, I
wanted to be with a group of my peers and see what everybody else was doing
and see what I was doing.
It was an amazing class. It was really exciting to work with all of those
people. I was turned on by the people more than by the teaching. Judy and
Bob (Dunn) were really very rigid about this chance procedure stuff they were
teaching. And I had already been through a lot of this chance stuff with Jimmy,
I wasn't very religious about it. Both of the pieces I made in that class -Mannequin Dance and Helen's Dance --were ·m ade because of real discomfort with the rigidity of the situation. I was really trying to find holes in the
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teaching. And I did manage to make them feel uncomfortable which was very
1 r w.lfls rA 12 A~tYZ£

useful to me at the time. The only way I knew how to make work was if I
could sense a discomfort in the people I was making the work for. If I could
1 w tJ vLlJ .v 1 T
sense dis comfort, I knew I was doing ok. And right out of that situation carne
~~,J=J'--L)I f<A.Jow
the Judson Church concerts and those pieces were performed.
/3EC.A()S~ 1
- 7 The Judson people, of who.m I was one, would meet once or twice at the
,.vt:re~e wt:N/.
Judson and they would work together and they would offer to be in each
(HIS flt...L S££/VI.S
others' pieces. I was never in anybody's work untill began to be in Yvonne's
/?ATH~~ ovr=fl-pieces some years later. I did no other person's work. They were all in
each other's work because it was a democratic situation and if somebody
asked you, you had to say yes. Otherwise it meant you were making a qualitative
judgement and you couldn't do that! I made my qualitative judgement
Gv n. r y + v ('o _.,_
clear by just not showing up. At all.
Fo'2TAJILE ;:JJ?ovT
So the next thing I remember doing was Random Breakfast which carne
,V~/t'c/2. fiA//'1/t!Gabout becasue the Judson group was going to go to Washington and do this
rVt.'-'f PA/Zrtc (big Theater Rally thing and they asked me if I would come. It was in 1962
P-4re.J> A- r r~F when I began that piece and about 80% of it is improvised. And in 1970 when
vi//JSOfll A-tvD lfFT
the Grand Union began to exist and everybody said, "We'll improvise, 11 I
I CLA I!VJ /v?t:"Asaid "You're crazy, I can't improvise for a whole evening. I don't even know
er-aS!IIf'·
what to do.'·' And for the first year of the existence of the Grand Union, I
walked into those performances and did Yvonne Rainer work. I thought they
were all out of their minds. How could you get through a whole evening with
nothing prepared?
SB: When you say you did Yvonne Rainer work, what does that mean?
DG: I did Continuous Project. Whatever· parts I hung onto, I did Trio~
upside down and backwards, fast, slow, lying on the floor, sitting, standing,
anything I could do to that piece I did, it was the only piece of material I
could hold onto and do over and over and over again while everybody else
was trying to figure out how they were going to work together in an improv
situation. I was desperate, I thought they were mad. But I didn't want to leave.
But I didn't realize that I did it all those years ago. That's what I mean
about that thoughtless situation; it never occurred to me that what I was
\doing then was that. Certainly now I realize that I realized then that it wasn't
7/1-;.> IS ;vo r
QcnrE rtc.v£ . 1 \necessary for me to make~ in certain situations and to learn them.
At.So Tlfol/~/fr
Because sometimes what could be revealed as a situation was simply the
v~tejC'"'/ZtrFvt.t-y
quality of that situation and then you had it, you were doing it, you didn't
A.JSovr 17fE SrytE have to outline that situation any further. And so when (in Random Breakfast)
Or Ct:RrAtN 1-#r;N I put on that strapless evening gown and wig and mantilla and carne out to do
&NTI?fJ.!AtNEtzS
a Spanish dance, that was all I set up for myself: I am going to put this stuff
on and I am going to go out and do a Spanish dance. And it's going to last for
{fi!Vl) rlfEI~ ,#.ANthree
minutes and I'll just do it! But what is it you're going to do? I don't
NE/ltSN1 s) AN.])
know, I'll be made so uncomfortable by appearing in a strapless dress and
A'-50 IP~ ST'fLE"
a wig and a mantilla I'll do anything!
-'~EFollE G.v.
OF PEI?f=oteM€~5
f./
The whole prefabricated dance section in which I talk about how you make p& lrlP:,S.
7/IK;Nr,.. tJFF L.P//M
~'-- rc.
a dance was all totally improvised. I said in my head before performances__,...--sirnilar things to what I say in .m y head now.'~- Oh, I'd like to talk about Yvonne,
(;11t~TCJN BF,QLE's I'd like to do something like what she did in that last piece. I'd like to stand
CA~A11£N ,+f!R~tNP~~+) still like Merce. But I had no outline and I had nothing written down and I
had no rehearsal of it, ever. I just knew I was going to come out and talk
PtcK VfJ t~N BASte. about making a dance and d ernonstrate how you do it. And make fun of what
I didn't like and honor what I liked and in some way deal with that. It would
c;eSTVR.G" "'tf'IJ)
have to last from this time to this time because at the same time Valda
/#A!J rH,o,r
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would do a very structured thing. And I would drag certain things out or repeat them. I would listen to the audience response and play with it, I would
improvise. But I didn't know that it was called that~-SouAJZ>S /V!It//1!". 1 WA-$ f
And now it seems to me that some of those things were crazy. That
Spanish dance was crazy. That Judy Garland thing at the end, in top hat and
tails -- with a record of Judy Garland singing "Somewhere Over the Rainbow" which lasted at least three minutes -- in which my only intention was
to come out and smile, and I kind of shuffled around and smiled for three
minutes. How or why I thought I could get away with that or what that was,
I don't know! Years later Steve (Paxton) made a film called Smile and he
has a piece called Smile in which two people come out (I've done it with him
on 14th Street) and sit down and smile at each other for however long they
can stand it. I IJON 1r Qvtr/:" !(Now WH'f 1 SAY THtS'H~~E! i:Yc~pr .P£R#A?.S ro 1-cr yov /.(Now ri4~T
I think I was very prone to underestimate myself and not to take myself 1 .f,llf;Le.J) /N P~RF?J~/ff
seriously and to assume I would not be taken seriously. I didn't understandA,.vc,;- BEFoRt: sr~:vE
what the fuck an artist was, I still don't.
.DtlJ. 1 /1'1.;1!-JJ£ Sll'!tt..e
R~SuL S
SB: What's the difference between an entertainer and an artist?
AR.,... FIRsT! OI-l E~o 1
1 1
Well, as an
entertainer, your reall~
upfront goal is to bee~'
·
·
/<JOT .Aspeers. DG:
·
u~.c..L t.cu.lu.J,.lo~
•
_ ~
If you 1 re an arhst, that may be one of the~ of your art, but 1t may
/lJOAI/T S'ovAJtJ rts·
Pv,epos£', not. Whereas if you're an entertainer, it is the
spect. Obviously one of
lr 1 ~ C"oi1/S/.tJ£RIN6>A1...,'7"" A
the
clearest
ways
to
be
entertaining
and
to
know
that
you're
being
entertainA
Y (J F --r•=-=,- v
sf' EC(.
";V
/ II= ~
ing is to be funn • You can't tell if when you're being serious they're really
B
/'fN~w.e~<S"
~ro/C£
Sut-c
interested. And unless you hear out-and-out crying you can't tell if you're
being poignant. But you sure as hell can tell when you're being funny! But
TfiF,Y /?CJ VR Fo..anr
at the same time the thing that goes along with it, which I have discovered, BUT 7/;£1<£ ,Mvsr
HAVE 8!?'£!l) GAPS.
is that you are not taken seriously if you are funny. If your work is continuously amusing, when it's time for the heavyweights to come in and do a
.SouQ. G-R.~tPES \
concert, you're not asked. I wasn't. And for the years between '65 and '70,
I was nowhere.
SB: Was it hard when all those other people were working together to do
stuff on your own?
f I'L ,.vt ~
DG: It was impossibldf I just didn't. After Walks and Digressions -- Walks
and Digressions got made in a very interesting way, for me. It was the
first and only piece I've made in which I allowed myself to do the things that
occurred to me without editing out things that might reveal me in a light I
did not want to be revealed in, that unglamorized me, that I couldn't see the
obvious theatrical quality of. If something looked like work, I got rid of it.
If it looked like magic I held onto it. When I began to work on that solo it was
because Yvonne and Steve had asked if I would share a concert with them. I
had these two solos I did whenever anybody asked me. And I decided I would
do them again -- it was three years later -- and I would also do a new solo.
I remember going to work at the Judson to make this solo and making
notes as it came out. It was a sequence of events, non- related, with bridges.
And I remember very clearly as the material came out, thinking what the
fuck a-m I doing, this is really grotesque. I'm walking around holding my
crotch and pulling my pants down and spitting. These are really ugly things.
Why do I want to do these things? And I thought all right, I'll keep it, I'll
see what happens. And when it came time to perform it I was really exceedingly \lncomfortable. I was in a transitional stage which I didn't understand.
I was working with Yvonne who wanted no makeup and ordinary clothing and
then there was me and my glamorous past -- I would run off stage and take
off my makeup and run on and do Trio~ and run offstage and put on some
J

I
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makeup and run on and do my own work. And I didn't really understand that.
The costume at that point for Manneguin Dance was a biology labcoat, but
with flesh-colored tights underneath. You have hairy legs, you wear tights.
One of the things that got written in the Bob Morris review (of Walks and
Digressions) was that when I pulled my pants down, I had underpants on
underneath. I wore underpants. It never occurred to me not to wear underpants! Revealing myself in my underpants was the most I'd ever done so I
didn't dream of revealing myself naked. And when it came time to rehearse
it in the space and to set the lights, I realized that i was scared shit of doing
that piece, I had never been so frightened in that way and so I set the lights
so you could barely see it.
It had never occurred to me that I would be booed, it was just not in my
experience or in the experience of anyone I knew. And I decided not to risk
that anymore. I stopped making work. Retired. At the age of 26. And I didn't
choreograph again until 1971.
The Grand Union opened up an incredible number of possibilities for me
as a performer and as an artist, learning the strength of my decision-making
process. In Grand Union performances, you must believe in yourself. You
have no choice. You're called upon to make decisions constantly and you
must have that faith. You must have faith ir;t your failure and in the possibility of it and the willingness to stand behind it as a public act. And also the
possibility of succeeding. Success or failure does not necessarily have anything to do with audience response but with one 1 s own evaluation of what one
has done in performance and what is interesting. In Grand Union, I am always aware of and made uncomfortable by my excess. I always hope that my
excess is balanced by Steve's sincerity.
My work picked up great momentum when the Grand Union started going
out and doing residencies, because of teaching classes, I took the option of
making pieces wherever we were. And I would have a captive crew of people
who would be the cast. I had between 25-40 people in Oberlin and made a
piece out there. And I didn't have to deal with people having jobs and other
commitments and not being able to get to rehearsals. And then I came back
to the city and got hold of 40 people and re-staged the work, and got no coverage whatsoever. After I did The Matter, I realized that I'd had it with large
groups of people. Back to that feeling of being anonymous, not being the sole
performer -- I thought that if I had enough people I'd be hidden. Well, it was
horrendous, although they were all terrific.
I did a solo concert at the Dance Gallery which was a half-hour version
of a work for 40 people, Sleepwalking, half hour solo matter and half hour of
(IllS' IS ,vO r
solo improvisation. I was so petrified the night of the performance that I
vsu.t11. r-o'l. ,#E.~couldn't stop shaking. It was a terrific performance, and I felt very comfortable about it. And that led me to think about doing am ther solo concert.
And yet I wanted the work -- a specific thing that I was involved with: hand
gestures which continued; whatever was going on, whatever happened, whatever other movement the body was doing, whatever voice, music or sound
happened, this continued to happen -- I wanted it to be seen on a group as well
as on a solo performer. So I worked with ll people, and one of them was Valda.
I taught them the work. I tried to set up a situation in which they could de: anything they wanted as long as this (he does the gesture) kept up. They could
look like anything they wanted, say anything they wanted, do anything they
wanted. I just had to see this all the time. I had four weeks of rehearsals,
and by the end of the third week I was saying, "OK, everybody stand still. 11
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I somehow thought I could teach them all to improvise and function in some
fashion I could tolerate, but they were making decisions that were horrifying
to me. And what's more, they could not judge, as I could, what those decisions would do to this (gestures). I made a tape for that piece about an
idea of working: working either to present work or to work. Which is not
clear to me ever. If I enjoy the act of work and of working with somebody,
and if the idea of eventually presenting that work is so uncomfortable -dealing with the audience, waiting for approval -- why can't I just make
work and not perform it? Does work include performance? Is there work if
you haven't performed it?
SB: So what's the matter?
DG: The answer was obviously right there. I made a tape of my quandary
and played it at a performance. That's the only answer there is.
I feel that working with other people when you don't have a company -maybe even when you do, I don't know because I never had one -- is like
selling yourself. I go in there and I have to make them love me and I have to
make them trust me. I have to subtly manipulate them in some fashion, which
makes me uncomfortable. Starting off inevitably by saying "You're free!
You're free!" and then saying "You're not so free, you're less free than you
were last week." The ambiguous state of being the boss and then wanting to
be one of the gang is very difficult for me and I decided I didn't have the
energy last fall, although I had thought of a work for six people. So I asked
Valda if she would work alone with me. And we began to go over to the
Cunningham studio mornings and just work quietly together and we did that
for a month. Improvising. We began working with two chairs and I had an
idea for a second piece of material. The second month we worked at Trisha
(Brown)'s. The chair piece came spilling out-- it was all there. The material was easy and clear and accessible to me and Valda is amazing to work
with. She has an incredibly keen eye and an attention to detail and is amazingly disciplined. All those years of working at the Cunningham studio have
just -- I can't tell you what it's like to dis cover over again, as if for the
first time, what it is to work with a disciplined dancer. I mean, I've been
working with non-dancers all this time, not -- as Steve or Yvonne or
Deborah (Hay) used them -- because of the body, but because they were less
fearful. A dancer I would have felt I had to interest physically. Why would a
dancer want to come to me to stand still? Or to walk? And so I worked with
non-dancers simply because they don't frighten ·m e so much. Suddenly I
realized that the shorthand between a dancer and a dancer is incredible! You
just don't have to talk your brains out every time you want something to
happen. You just imply what it is, you just suggest the movement and it is
clear to somebody who has the vocabulary.
SB: But you had some dancers working in those group pieces along with the
non-dancers, right?
DG: Yeah. In Sleepwalking, which was the first piece after the long retirement,
a piece made on non-dancers, students of Yvonne's. The Grand Union got a
job in the American Dance Marathon and I decided to do a version of Sleepwalking and asked the Grand Union to be in it. That was horrendous! Once
you have become your own boss -- I'm sure this is true of any business -it's ~ery hard to work for somebody else. In The Matter, except for Doug ( DoV6t..~s /:JlltvN)
and me and Valda, everybody of the 40 people were non-dancers.~da had ;Uor r~uc- . .ltrJovl
a very interesting solo in that, made of a score of photographs. She was on
oiL ~ ,v. V v.
6
tour with Merce, and the only way I could figure out for her to have a solo
PANC t : sru.!J e .;(1 rs
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was to send her a score of positions and ask her to memorize it and when
she came back we set the transitions between these poses, which she then
did nude. It's a beautiful solo. And Doug and I were working at the same
time on a concert which we did together, and part of the material that went
into that concert was material that went into The Matter. The most inieresting thing about that piece for me was the u-;;-of nude people along with
clothed people. And there was to be a larger proportion of nude people, but
very few people will take their clothes off.
The idea of either doing some one activity for a very long time or some
small activity many times is of constant interest to me. The original intention of Manneguin Dance in 1962 was to present the piece ten times in one
evening with the mannequins moved around the space. I've never gotten to
do it -- it meant you had to get mannequins, have a whole evening, all that
stuff. But the chair piece is a situation in which the same amount -- approximately eight minutes -- of material is done with the chair in three different
versions. (Now 1)
SB: What kinds of things are done with the chair?
DG: The chair serves as a kind of partner. It's a solo situation which we
perform simultaneously, except the simultaneity gets off, because of the
various times we take to do things. We keep an eye on each other, we are
aware of where each other is, we catch up, slow down, pass, fall behind,
and end vaguely at the same time. The chair is a partner and we do -- anything I could think of doing with a chair. Stand on it, walk on it, fall off it,
turn over it, get in it, get out of it, climb on it, have it climb on me, anything that can happen to a chair. The movement is very organically compo~,{WHA-Te"Vel(_
it moves along at a regular pace so that it doesn't appear to be the mechanics /!fliT
of how do you deal with a chair, but really a duet between a human and
,ME/IftS ,!)
a chair.
There began a process which I am now going to examine. There was the
material -- the original eight minutes of working with this chair. And I
think what I started to do then was to decorate it, elaborate in some fashion.
The original piece of movement was simply a turn down to the floor, turn
around on the floor and stand up. I was interested in it as movement, we
began working on it, I abandoned it at some rehearsal, and the next thing I
knew I was sitting in a chair. But I get tired sometimes of leaving behind
ideas. So I insisted that this thing would occur, at the beginning of every
time we went 'to the chair we would do this thing. There are three versions
of the chair piece. There are five versions of the entire thing, including the
turn with nothing, the turn with a tape, the turn with another tape, the turn
with the first chair, the turn with the second chair, the turn with the third
chair, the end. I had the idea to sing during the third version of it because
the energy of singing and the energy of doing the chair piece the third time
around would be horrendous, and it would be very interesting to push that
singing energy, since neither of us is a professional singer and we have no
idea of where you get it from. The thing I thought of singing was "Stars and
Stripes Forever." Well, now we've got "Stars and Stripes Forever;" let's
start with it. Well, let's end with it. I'm back to ABA, what is that all about?
And making the tapes -- I came up with two different versions, both of them
nonsensical, about how this piece was made. They really had nothing to do
with how the piece was made. Making a comment on Barbara (Dilley)' s
mysticism, and the attention to what seems to me irrelevant details in an
intellectual theory made the first tape happen. And chance procedures taken
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to an idiot level made the second tape happen.
But the most interesting part of that piece to me now is what happens with
that chair. It's not the tapes and it's not the music. We're going to be performing it this year and I want to do it in its original form enough times to
really understand what the use of that material is, whether it makes the
other material more accessible, by candy-coating it, whether that need occur at all, whether the piece ought to simply be any unlimited number of
versions of the chair until you die doing the chair.

DG: There is a terrible lot of pain that is attached to the moment that a
performance is over. The moment that his image is ended, my pain is
severe. My discomfort and insecurity and lack of confidence is awful at the
end of a performance. So whoever he is out there -- and I'm not somebody
who thinks that the way to get off in a performance is to go away; I'm right
there, I understand precisely what's going on every minute, I'm making decisions every minute about what to do next -- it's as if for a moment out
there I am a god-like creature and the minute after the performance I'm
really just mortal. I know everything I'm doing during a performance; I don't
know what the fuck to do after it. In the old days getting drunk or getting
stoned or partying didn't help. Now I don't even do that any more because
I'm getting too old to get drunk after a performance. Because then I can't
perform the next night. It was never any good anyway, it was just a way of
disappearing. But those moments of performing •.•

DG: I don't know how anybody has the energy to keep on making work.
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